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NEW!
Improved performance, increased detection range

New support frame design, improved productivity

Modular design, improved signal display

Soil compensation, interference management

Data interface for digital surveys

Lao PDR: Area of released bombs



PI large-loop metal detection systemUPEX® 740 MD

Golden West deep search on water using UPEX® components

Improved performance, 

increased detection range

In the course of our ongoing development efforts 

and due to the world wide success of the UPEX® 740 

Large Loops the electronic circuitry underwent a
substantial refi nement. Based on our intellectual 

property rights and EBINGER patents the effi ciency 

of this tool was noticeably increased.

The improved temperature range will be welcome 

when operating in hot climate and desert regions 

as the limits of electronic drift and function failure 

could be pushed much further. The locator electro-

nics became also more stable when operating close 

to maximum sensitivity. This allows to explore the 

detector performance to a higher degree and opera-

tors appreciate the smooth characteristics of the la-

test type of electronics. Power consumption and bat-

tery consumption remained as economic as before.  

New support frame design

When using tools for a professional application the 

cost/value relation is of prime interest. This is defi ned 

by the investment to be made, the life cycle and life 

cycle cost of the tools and their productivity. Such 

considerations are focal points for EBINGER when 

designing search and location equipment.

The new support frame is more versatile then the 

forerunner version and can be better adapted to the 

working conditions in the fi eld and to the munitions 

to be located. When looking for buried objects of 

small caliber ranging from 20mm to 86mm shells se-

lect the components to assemble the 1m x 1m wide 

support frame as this will be the most effective sha-

pe and size in relation to the target size. To allow for 

a 1m wide clearance lane we recommend to use the 

frame in a diagonal way to allow for a 20cm over-

lay at either edge of the search lane. Alternatively 

a hexagonal shaped frame can be assembled if on 

6 frame elements are used.

To survey areas which have been subject to bombing 

raids or shelling with large cal. The search lanes can 

be extended to 2m width. On such jobs the 2m x 1m 

support frame or the octagon shape are recommend. 

If the Octagon shape is used the searched lanes  will 

benefi t from an overlap of 0,2m on either side. 



The octagon shape was designed after recommen-

dations of the US Golden West Foundation which runs 

a fi eld research programe for the improvement of 

tools and procedures sponsored by the US govern-

ment and DoD.  

Improved productivity

The confi guration of the support frame / large Loop 

geometry can be optimized by using the UPEX® oc-

tagon shape* as it noticeably improves the sensor 

footprint and detection range.  At the same time the 

inspected lane is widened by 0,4m when compared 

to the rectangular frames. This gain will accumulate 

over the year and make a substantial difference in 

productivity. 

* utility patent pendant

Modular design

The modular construction of the frame allows to ad-

apt the sensor to various search tasks and environ-

mental conditions. Defective components can be ea-

sily exchanged within shortest time and be replaced 

by inexpensive spares from stock. This improves fi eld 

availability of the search system. The following fi -

gure shows various frame confi gurations which can 

be assembled from the supplied components. Last 

not least the new frame can be used on water when 

using fl oats. Its components are water resistant.

1. Generation
1000 x 1000 mm

2. Generation
2000 x 2000 mm

new  generation

1000 x 2000 mm

new.generation – variable octagon
ø 2600 mm

EPAS®: detection data converted into map with targets and the digg sheet

Sensor:                    UPEX 740 MD Target Count 0

Detection Proximity 0.5 meters Total Anomalies 8

Upper Threshold 120 Show Color Map True

Lower Threshold -120 Color Value max 304

Merge Proximity 1.5 meters Color Value min 99

Maxima Count 8 Show Contour Map True

Minima Count 0 Contour Interval 100

1 P 1.500 5.400 134.2670 0.500 104.7529 A 1.0 m

2 P 9.000 23.300 224.3386 0.500 180.6288 A 1.0 m

3 P 15.000 6.800 174.2770 0.400 139.4870 A 0.8 m

4 P 16.500 20.100 194.5424 0.800 147.5998 A 1.6 m

5 P 16.500 21.200 176.5605 0.700 135.4070 A 1.4 m

6 P 18.000 8.500 148.6216 0.300 128.5931 A 0.6 m

7 P 21.000 11.700 266.7731 0.400 234.7669 A 0.8 m

8 P 21.000 25.000 134.5857 0.000 109.9950 A 0.0 m
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PI large-loop metal detection systemUPEX® 740 MD

UXO search head 18“ for UPEX® 740 M

Improved signal display

UPEX 740M can be ordered now with an LED signal 

display which substitutes the previous galvanometer. 

The audio alarm system allows operators to watch 

their step when walking in rough terrain. Upon tar-

get acquisition and audio alarm the LED signal dis-

play helps to fi nd the target position for marking 

when operating in a non digital way. For an estima-

tion of the target’s size and depth it is recommen-

ded to watch the signal’s footprint and intensity. The 

LED signal display is mechanically by far more robust 

than the galvanometer. In addition it can be sealed 

much better against ingress of moisture and water 

during strong rainfalls.

Soil compensation, 
interference management

When operating on strongly non co-operative soil 

the improved detection range allows to carry the 

Large Loop at increased ground clearance reducing 

unwanted signals from minerals or ground magnetic 

effects. 

Data interface for digital surveys

Furthermore it has to be pointed out that the design 

philosophy of the new UPEX® can be explored much 

more if the device is used in a digital survey using a 

data logger with or without GPS module. The ap-

proach aims at a fast data collection with inexpen-

sive labour in increased number. 

The data is then evaluated by trained personnel to 

determine points of intervention while the sensors 

continue operation in the fi eld. During  data eva-

luation one can compensate interference, discrimi-

nate unwanted signals and correct operator mistake 

and compensate non cooperative soil effects where-

ver necessary. The resulting dig sheets for the fi eld 

teams will show a noticeably reduced number of 

excavation points and thus increase work progress/

productivity.

The increased avoidance of digging for scrap, the 

possibility to plan the use of assets

LED signal display for UPEX® 740 M Large Loop
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